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Abstract: High-Harmonic Fast-Wave (HHFW), a radio-frequency technique scenario applicable to high-beta plasmas, has been selected as one of the main auxiliary heating systems on NSTX. The HHFW antenna assembly comprises 12 toroidally adjacent current elements, extending poloidally and centered on the equatorial plane. This paper reviews experimental results obtained with a symmetrical (vacuum) launching spectrum with $k_\parallel = 14 \text{ m}^{-1}$ at a frequency of 30 MHz. We describe results obtained when HHFW power is applied to helium and deuterium plasmas, during the plasma-current flattop period of the discharge. Application of 1.8-MW HHFW pulse to MHD quiescent plasmas resulted in strong electron heating, during which the central electron temperature, $T_{e0}$, more than doubled from $\approx 0.5 \text{ keV}$ to 1.15 keV. In deuterium plasmas, HHFW heating was found less efficient, with a $T_{e0}$ increase of the order of 40% during a 1.8-MW HHFW pulse, from $\approx 400 \text{ eV}$ to $\approx 550 \text{ eV}$. (At HHFW power of 2.4 MW, $T_{e0}$ increased by 60%, reaching 0.625 keV.) HHFW heating in presence of MHD activity is also discussed. A short neutral beam pulse was applied to permit charge-exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) measurement of the impurity ion temperature $T_i$. Preliminary CHERS analysis show that $T_i \approx T_e$ during HHFW heating. Of special interest are deuterium discharges, where the application of HHFW power was done during the current ramp-up. We observe the creation of large density gradients in the edge region. In the latter case, the density rose spontaneously to $n_{e0} \leq 8 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}$.

INTRODUCTION

The coming on line of the NSTX spherical torus (ST) device has enabled exploration of new regimes of magnetically confined plasmas, with the toroidal field lower than in the “usual” tokamak by an order of magnitude. NSTX has already demonstrated temperatures in the 1-2 keV range, densities in the upper $10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}$, and magnetically derived beta toroidal values up to 21% [1]. Such parameters entail wave physics phenomena with values of the dielectric constant $\varepsilon \equiv \omega_p^2/\Omega_e^2 \approx 50-100$, which
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are large compared to conventional tokamak plasmas, where $\varepsilon \approx 1$. For such high $\varepsilon$-value plasmas, an attractive fast-wave window opens in the high harmonic frequency range, $\Omega_i < \omega < \omega_{LI}$, which permits electron heating and current drive [2]. Auxiliary heating using these high-harmonic fast waves (HHFW) has been selected as a core element of the NSTX research program. While prior HHFW heating demonstration was done on the CDX-U [3], NSTX is the first ST of its size – plasma volume $\approx 10 \text{ m}^3$ – to make use of HHFW.

In this paper, we give a short description of the HHFW heating implementation on NSTX, then follow with the description of experimental data. We begin by discussing two heating experiments performed during the flattop of the plasma current $I_p$. Temperature increase without fuelling is observed in the first case, while density evolution effects are also observed in the second case. We then follow with the description of HHFW heating during the $I_p$ ramp-up phase, where strong density increase and profile effects are observed. Data from a 30-Hz, 10-spatial-channel Thomson scattering diagnostic [4] is used extensively to observe HHFW heating effects. This diagnostic provides profiles of the electron temperature, $T_e(R)$, and density, $n_e(R)$, against the equatorial major radius $R$. The line-integrated densities, $n_{el}$, presented here are also obtained with Thomson scattering. The content of this paper pertains to the operation of the antenna at $k_\parallel \approx 14 \text{ m}^{-1}$ and frequency of 30 MHz.

**HARDWARE**

The hardware implementation makes maximum use of the equipment recovered from TFTR [5]. The HHFW heating system on NSTX includes an antenna made of an array of 12 current elements, fed by six transmitters. The twelve current elements are interconnected with de-coupling loops, which permit arbitrary phasing between elements with equally distributed powers. This flexible configuration enables changes in the vacuum power spectrum in real time to provide heating or current drive. The system provides a $k_\parallel$ range of $4 - 14 \text{ m}^{-1}$. More details can be found elsewhere [6].

**PLASMA HEATING DURING $I_p$ FLATTOP**

A set of experiments was conducted where the HHFW power was applied during the $I_p$ flattop. In these discharges, the radiated power is less than 10% of the HHFW power. In the first case, HHFW heating was applied to helium plasmas at a nominal toroidal field at the magnetic axis, $B_T$, of 0.29 T, and $I_p = 0.7 \text{ MA}$. The antenna gap, $\delta_A$, was 5 cm. We can see in Fig. 1, the time evolution of relevant parameters for two discharges: one

**FIGURE 1:** Evolution summary for HHFW (solid) and ohmic-only (dotted) in helium.
with HHFW heating (solid line) and one ohmic-only reference discharge (dotted line). Until further notice, we will use this solid vs dotted line convention. One can see that the plasma current and the line-integrated density, $n_{el}$, are well matched. The 2.4-MW HHFW heating pulse, which occurs during the $I_p$ flattop, nearly doubles the central electron temperature, $T_{e0}$, when compared to the corresponding time point of the reference discharge. We can see in Fig. 2, $T_e(R)$ and $n_e(R)$ profiles for three time points indicated by dashed vertical markers in Fig. 1. In Fig. 2 top panel we see that at $t = 0.164$ s – 10 ms before the HHFW heating onset – $T_e(R)$ and $n_e(R)$ of the HHFW and reference plasmas are essentially identical. The electron density profile is peaked. At $t = 0.197$ s, middle panel, we see that, with HHFW, $T_e(R)$ has increased in the core region to 0.8 keV. Both the HHFW and the reference plasmas have a flat $T_e(R)$ in the core region. Meanwhile the electron density profile, right, has changed shape – for the HHFW heated and the reference plasmas – compared to the previous time point. This $n_e(R)$ shape – with a “hump” at $R \approx 130$ cm – is usually seen in presence of an $n/m = 1/1$ mode. This mode is in fact observed for both the HHFW and ohmic-only discharges, on the ultra-soft x-ray signal. Finally, bottom panel, $T_e$ reached 0.94 keV, at $t = 0.230$ s, with a flat core profile. While the electron temperature increase occurs over a wide region of the plasma column, we note that the density profile remains essentially unchanged.

The above experiment was repeated in helium and deuterium in similar conditions, but in absence of the $m/n = 1/1$ mode. Plasma parameters were $B_T = 0.33$ T, $I_p = 800$ kA and $\delta_A = 3$ cm. Different kinetic behaviors resulted from the application of HHFW power to helium and deuterium plasmas. We see in Fig. 3 a time-history comparison for
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**FIGURE 2:** $T_e(R)$ and $n_e(R)$ profiles at $t = 0.164$, 0.197 and 0.230 s during HHFW heating (solid) and ohmic-only (dotted) in helium plasma.
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**FIGURE 3:** Evolution summary for HHFW (solid) and ohmic-only (dotted) in helium.
helium plasma. The HHFW phase spans the 0.12-0.26 s interval at a power of 1.8 MW. Most of the HHFW power pulse occurs during the $I_p$ flattop. For the times of interest, the plasma current for the two discharges is essentially identical, reaching the 800-kA flattop at $\approx 0.160$ s. At $t = 0.097$ s, the last Thomson scattering time point before HHFW onset, the central electron temperature, $T_{e0}$, for both discharges is the same. But for the following time points, we see that, with HHFW, $T_{e0}$ increases faster than for the reference plasma, reaching 1.15 keV at 0.197 s, more than twice the value for the companion discharge. During the same interval, $n_{el}$ increases faster with HHFW, exceeding the reference $n_{el}$ by $\leq 15\%$. Note that for the purpose of $T_i$ documentation, a short neutral beam pulse was applied to the reference plasmas over the interval 0.21-0.22 s. We see in Fig. 4, $T_e(R)$ and $n_{e}(R)$ profiles at three successive Thomson scattering time points after the HHFW turn-on, but before the neutral beam pulse. In top panel Fig. 4, we see that at $t = 0.130$ s – 10 ms after the HHFW pulse onset – a $T_e$ increase is already visible in the core region, relative to the reference plasma. To the right, we observe that the central density remains unchanged, but that “shoulders” are building up on the density profile. At $t = 0.164$ s, middle panel, we see a strong central $T_e$ increase up to 1 keV, while the central density falls and the shoulders expand out, raising the edge density. Although the electron density has increased at the shoulder locations, one does not see a corresponding decrease of the electron temperature. The flat central $T_i(R)$ of the reference discharge hovers slightly above 0.4 keV with a broad profile, while $n_e(R)$ has entered a peaking sequence. At $t = 0.197$ s, bottom panel, the electron temperature reaches 1.15 keV, with a broad central region of $T_e(R)$ enhancement over the
reference profile. On bottom right, we see that the density profiles have different shapes, with the HHFW having a “parabolic” shape, while the ohmic-only plasma exhibits a peaked $n_e(R)$ profile.

Figure 5 shows the corresponding time-evolution summary plot for deuterium plasma. The experimental conditions are the same as for the helium plasma, except for a slightly larger antenna gap, $\delta_A = 4$ cm. The HHFW power is again 1.8 MW and, as above, the plasma current for both discharges overlays well throughout the times of interest. Both the HHFW and reference discharges have a 10-ms neutral beam pulse starting at $0.21$ s for $T_e$ documentation. The line-integrated density traces diverge slightly after HHFW turn-on, with that of the HHFW plasma being larger by $< 10\%$. Looking at times before the start of neutral beam injection, we see a more modest $T_e(0)$ increase of order $= 40\%$ to $= 0.55$ keV, at $t = 0.197$ s, compared to the helium plasma. Before describing the profiles effects for the two plasmas just discussed, it is worth mentioning that with HHFW power of 2.4 MW, $T_e(0)$ reached 0.625 keV, a 60% $T_e(0)$ increase. Figure 6 shows the $T_e(R)$ and $n_e(R)$ profiles for times during HHFW, but before neutral beam pulses for the deuterium plasmas shown in Fig.5. Contrary to what was observed with helium, no heating can be seen at $t = 0.130$ s, but we still can see the beginning of shoulder formation on $n_e(R)$. Later on at $t = 0.164$ s, central $T_e(0)$ increase becomes apparent, with further development of the density shoulders. At $t = 0.197$ s, the central temperature reaches 0.55 keV and the central density shows a small decrease.

There is experimental evidence that edge density plays a role in the power coupling. We can see in Fig. 7 an overlay of evolution summary plots for two deuterium discharges with
matching HHFW heating power, but different major radius location. It can be seen that HHFW performs better for the plasma closer to the antenna (solid line) compared to the case where the plasma column is further out by about 5 cm.

As mentioned earlier, short neutral beam pulses were used to measure $T_i(R)$ by charge exchange recombination spectroscopy using the “interim” CHERS system. This diagnostic measures the ion temperature and toroidal velocity of the carbon impurity. We can see in Fig. 8, $T_i(R)$ profiles taken just before and after the neutral beam pulse. One can see that the latter $T_i(R)$ profile is higher by about 100 eV as a result of the additional auxiliary power from the neutral beam pulse. It can be seen that within the uncertainty associated with the neutral beam pulse perturbation, the thermal ions and electrons have the same temperature in the core and the edge region. Similar measurements made in discharges without HHFW heating bring the same conclusion, although with the difference that the temperatures are lower. The ion temperature increment, during HHFW heating, is of the order of the electron temperature increase. This experimental observation is consistent with the electron-ion thermal equilibration time, which for these discharges is 10-15 ms.

HHFW HEATING DURING $I_p$ RAMP-UP

Since earlier HHFW heating results had shown that power could be coupled to low-temperature plasmas, it was decided to attempt HHFW heating during the $I_p$ ramp-up in hopes of slowing down the plasma current diffusion and improving the MHD stability. These discharges were generated at at 1-MA plasma current, a toroidal field of 0.3 T, in deuterium and with an antenna gap of $\approx 12$ cm. This mode of operation was
conducive to a regime where the \( n_e(R) \) profile undergoes substantial changes, while \( T_e \) increases slowly. We can see in Fig. 9 a time evolution summary for such a discharge, which is shown in solid lines. A reference, ohmic-only discharge is shown in dotted lines. This operational scenario resulted in \( n_e \) values reaching \( 7.8 \times 10^{15} \text{ cm}^{-2} \), a nearly fourfold increase over the reference plasma. Magnetic measurements show an increase of nearly 50% of the stored energy. The Thomson scattering density profiles are shown in Fig. 10, with five time points during the HHFW power pulse. An inverted density profile shape is maintained for times, \( t = 0.064 - 0.164 \) s. The center fills in by \( t = 0.197 \) s. The density evolves into a flat profile with large edge gradients. The central density reaches \( 8 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3} \). Bolometric measurements show a hollow radiation profile, similar to \( n_e(R) \), with a radiative power \( \geq 25\% \) of HHFW power.

**POWER DEPOSITION**

Theoretical models predict single pass absorption caused by a combination of Landau damping and magnetic pumping. We can see in Fig. 11, the power per unit volume predicted by the ray tracing code HPRT [7] and the METS [8] full wave 1-D code. Both calculations predict a power deposition broadly localized mainly outside of the plasma core. Since volume integration of these profiles favors the outer region, one would expect most of the HHFW power to be deposited outside of the plasma core. These calculations correspond to application of HHFW power during the \( I_p \) flattop in helium.

**CONCLUSION**

HHFW electron heating has been observed in helium and deuterium plasmas. The heating effectiveness varies. For a HHFW power of 1.8 MW, we observe strong heating in helium plasmas, which can more than double the target
plasma temperature. Repeating these experiments in deuterium plasma results in less electron heating, with a $T_e$ increase of order 40%. A definitive explanation for the lower effectiveness observed in deuterium plasmas would require more work.

There is circumstantial experimental evidence that heating is more efficient with higher edge density, although a thorough investigation has not been done yet. A possible mechanism consistent with this observation has been proposed in terms of wave scattering by edge turbulence [9].

The heating results in presence of $n/m = 1/1$ MHD mode differ from when such a mode is absent. (Bearing in mind that the MHD vs no-MHD data sets are not a perfect match.) In presence of the $n/m = 1/1$ mode, the $n_e(R)$ profile is essentially unaffected by the application of HHFW power. A near doubling of the core $T_e$ is observed, with the core region featuring a flat $T_e(R)$ profile. In MHD quiescent discharges, HHFW power more than doubles the core $T_e$, generating a peaked core $T_e(R)$ profile. However, we also observe a progressive modification of the density profile. The occurrence of density profile shoulders in the mid minor radius region eventually depresses the central density and increases the edge density measured by Thomson scattering. The plasma radiation losses remain lower than 10% of the applied HHFW power. The experimental data suggest that more than simple heating in the sense of “temperature increase” occurs and that particle confinement and/or fuelling issues are also present.

These latter effects seem to take over the dynamic of the discharge in cases where the HHFW power is applied during the $I_p$ ramp-up phase, during which a large increase of the plasma density occurs, bringing the central density up to $8 \times 10^{13} \text{ cm}^{-3}$. During this process, the plasma $n_e(R)$ profile develops large edge density gradients. For these plasmas, the plasma radiation losses are larger than 25% of the applied HHFW power. Nevertheless, even in presence of this enhanced radiation loss and large density increase, the electron temperature rises steadily, although at a rate lower than or equal to that of the reference discharge.

The METS wave solver code and the HPRT ray tracing code calculations indicate that the power deposition should be localized in the outer minor radius region on the low-field side. On the other hand, the electron temperature increase is observed to occur in the core region. Measurement of the power deposition profile would help elucidate whether the latter results are the reflection of transport effects, or of the actual HHFW power deposition being located in the core region.
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